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FRAME NO.  SUBTITLES 

FRAME 1 It’s Jay’s first day at work, and he’s been wondering what his new salary account has in store for him! 

FRAME 2 The Corporate Employee Programme (CEP) from HSBC is not just an account but an exclusive programme that has a lot to offer. 

FRAME 3 A comprehensive banking solution, CEP empowers and assists employees to meet their banking needs and make the most of their hard-earned 
money. 

FRAME 4 An HSBC CEP account comes with Zero balance requirement 

FRAME 5 Unlimited cash withdrawals at all ATMs and Preferential rates on Home Loans and Personal Loans. 

FRAME 6 And what’s even better? Jay can bank on the go using secured Internet Banking, PhoneBanking and mobile payment solutions. 

FRAME 7 Jay can also avail smart health benefits for himself and his family. 

FRAME 8 And enjoy special cashbacks and discounts on dining, travel and entertainment. 

FRAME 9 With a Smart Value Credit Card, Jay can get privileges such as: 10% cashback of up to INR 1,000, 3X rewards on Online, Dining and Telecom spends, 
Attractive instalment plans… and much more 

FRAME 10 Whenever Jay plans to buy a home, he can also opt for a Smart Home Loan to save on interest payments and reduce the loan tenure too! 

FRAME 11 But what about managing finances? Well, the answer is HSBC’s Wealth Management solutions!  

FRAME 12 Be it for the protection of family, overseas education for children, planning for retirement or preserving and growing wealth our customised Wealth 
Management solutions are here to help Jay manage and grow his money. 

FRAME 13 And getting started is now easier and quicker than ever! 

FRAME 14 Our Relationship Manager will help Jay with the account opening process. 



  

FRAME 15 With HSBC’s innovative digital platform, Jay can now open a salary account in 6 easy steps and also signup for a Credit Card and a Reimbursement 
Account with a simple tick. 

FRAME 16 And all of this in just 10 minutes. Yes, you heard it right! 

FRAME 17 Jay doesn’t need to carry photocopies of documents and even his photographs! 
He simply gets his picture clicked from the laptop’s camera and we upload it right away along with the scanned copies of his documents! 

FRAME 18 Jay can review the details in a PDF version of the application form and make necessary changes, if required. 

FRAME 19  Jay will then receive an OTP on his mobile number. 

FRAME 20 And a PDF version of the application on his e-mail. 

FRAME 21 Our Relationship Manager will now give him an Instant Welcome Pack. 

FRAME 22  Voila! Jay is all ready to bank with HSBC. 

FRAME 23 So what are you waiting for? 

Get onboard! A world of delightful experiences is waiting for you. 

 

 


